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•TRACTORS
MULTI ONE
Multi purpose loaders for the  use in orchards, vineyards and dairy 
farms  Increase productivity with one loader,  for use 12 months of the 
year.
MODEL RANGES FROM

•Power 20 HP to 75 HP
•Fuel Diesel
•Aux, hydraulics oil flow 31 to 95 l/m
•Lifting height 2.75m to 3.21 m
•Lifting capacity, articulated 0.700 to 1.750 ton
•Turning radius outside 1.89 m to 2.55 m
•Weight 0.940 to 2.1 tons

DEUTZ FAHR
Orchard & Vineyard tractors

•Power  From: 55HP, 35KW to 72HP,  55KW
•Drive: 2 W/Drive or  4 W/Drive

The complete range includes

•Power  From: 55HP, 35KW to 275HP,  202KW
•Drive: 2 W/Drive or  4 W/Drive

Joint venture between IKAPA & GM Tractors

MULTI ONE: Attachments
With more than 170 original attachments, MultiOne can become a 
backhoe loader or a fork lift, a compact tractor, a telescopic loader, a 
concrete mixer, or a  inter-row mower in seconds. 
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IKAPA

Pressure 0.7 to 20 Bar
Spray angle 26  to 110 degrees
Material Stainless Steel
Droplet Spectrum
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•SPRAYERS

•SPRAYERS AGRIMASTER
Orchard and vineyard sprayers
•Tank sizes 1000, 1500 and 2000 litres
•Fan sizes 720, 820 and 920 mm
•Pump & regulators Comet

Sprayers also available with a tower back-end complete with 
adjustable air flow veins.

BACK-ENDS
•Standard back ends 620mm, 720mm, 820mm & 920mm
•Tower back ends 820mm & 920mm

STAGRIC & VECTOR
Vineyard Multi-row sprayers
•Tank sizes 600, 1000, 1500 and 2000 liters
•Fan sizes 480 mm
•Nozzles 16

IDEAL
Vineyard low volume sprayers
•Tank sizes 800, 1000, 1500 and 2000 litres
•Fan sizes 570 mm

Sprayers also available with a tower back-end complete with 
adjustable air flow veins.
•Back ends

mailto:ikapa@ikapatrading.co.za
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Pressure 0.7 to 20 Bar
Spray angle 16 to 69 degrees
Material Stainless Steel
Droplet Spectrum
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VIGOLO POWER HARROWS
•Models 0.953m, 1.445m
•Power required Kw rating 25 - 90 hp

VIGOLO POWER HARROWS & SEEDER
•Models 1.445m
•Power required Kw rating 60 hp
•Seeders capacity 108 kg
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•MULCHERS & MOWERS JOSCO MULCHER HD
Multi functional mulcher /mower combination, can cut pruning's of 
up to 75mm. 
A unique range of rotary mulchers specifically designed to mulch grass 
cover-crops as well as orchard and vine pruning's of up to 75mm. The 
mulcher places the material under the trees, or as in the case of 
vineyards, upon the raised ridges at the base of the vines
•Models 1.3m, 1.5m & 1.8m
•Power required Kw rating 36-60 KW

JOSCO SLASHERS 
Cutting with 1.0M, 1.2M, 1.5M, 1.8M, 2.1M & 3M
High blade tip speed for neater finish
Low power requirement to save fuel on LD & MD machines
•Models 1.0m, 1.2m, 1.5m 1.8m, 2.1m & 3.0m
•Power required Kw rating 28 -80 KW

JOSCO MOWERS
Standard range of cutters fitted with mulching attachment 

which promotes the fine cutting of grass prior to an even discharge.
•Models 1.0m, 1.2m, 1.5m 1.8m, 2.1m, 2.4m & 

3.0m
•Power required Kw rating 28 -80 KW

SPEDO MULCHERS
•Models 0.95, 1.35m 1.5m & 1.8m
•Power required Kw rating 40 - 80 hp
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Pressure 10 to 15 Bar
Spray angle 80 degrees
Material Ceramic
Droplet Spectrum

Recommended pressure: 10 bar.

ATR ALBUZ
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•PLATFORM 4WD

•BIN ON THE GROUND TRAILERS
KROKODIL Trailer & Platform
• Electric hydraulic control via 2 joysticks
• High torque / low rpm hydraulic motor. Trailer ground-speed and 

chain-speed is very similar for easy lifting and minimal damage to 
bins.

• Unique design on front-end of forks for easy lifting of bins
• Chains run on wear-strips on top and return-rollers inside the tube, 

to reduce friction on chain.
• There is a scraper on the fork-end of the machine at the sprockets to 

clean the inside of sprockets from debris.
• Each wheel can move up and down independently, for uneven 

terrain when the bins are picked up.
• Machine can handle plastic and wooden bins.

Bins are easily guided between the wheelsccess i

The Rosatello Columbia4WD Mod. Super was develop specific for 
South African conditions and requirements of local producers. 
The Rosatello Columbia can do a  complete  range of activities that 
includes tree manipulation, shade net adjusting,  pruning, 
harvesting and spraying of tops.

•Length : 4mt.
•Width : Model 1.7  min/max 1700/3200 mm

Model 1.8   min/max 1800/3400 mm
Model 1.9   min/max 1900/3600 mm

•Lifting height: Min 1,05m Max 2,95m
•.Air compressor: 630 l with 50 l tank. 
•50 l Diesel tank with protection for branches
•Complete with bin handling system.
•Auto steering in orchard
•Side to side leveling

mailto:ikapa@ikapatrading.co.za
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FLAT FAN 110 & 80 Degree

Pressure 2 to 4 Bar
Spray angle 80 & 110 degrees
Material Kemetal, Brass & S/Steel
Droplet Spectrum
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STEAM WEEDER
The Ultimate Solution In Organic Weed Control for vineyards, 
orchards and green houses
The SW900 units have a patented delivery system and are designed 
to run multiple applicator heads. The SW900 is ideal for most 
horticultural applications such as vines, orchards and row crops, it can 
also be used for municipal applications. 

The SW3800 units have four times the flow the flow of the SW900 
makes it the it the ideal model for most horticultural applications 
such as vines, orchards and berry’s 
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SPREADERS AIR PRO PRECITION SPREADERS
Fertilizer , Organic pallets & snail pallets

•Models 500 kg & 1000 kg
•Drive PTO or Hydraulic

98% accurate

FERITLIZER, LINE SPREADERS
Spreader and is available in 2 - 3.5
ton payloads. The spinner discs is powered by 
an hydraulic system. The OS-Series
A disc cover attachment is
available to allow spreading on targeted areas 
only, instead of broad spreading.

ORGANIC SPREADERS
Chips, Lime & Compost

•Models 6 Cubes & 4 Cubes
•Drive Hydraulic

WEED CONTROL

HYDRAULIC BANKIE BOOM
Orchard herbicide bankie boom 

Hydraulic operated bankie boom, complete with  brake away action, 
hight  and width adjustment from the tractor.
Heavy duty nylon nozzle guards.
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Pressure 3 to 5 Bar
Spray angle 110 degrees
Material Ceramic
Droplet Spectrum

ALBUZ AVI, Anti Drift- AIR Injected, 110 Degree
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Pneumatic and 48v battery operated shears
•INVACO 48v Battery operated
•LISAM pneumatic.

Shears  Loppers  Chainsaws  Extensions  Olive-shakers  
Compressors  

VINEYARD & ORCHARD

Sprayers build to order.
•Herbicide  sprayers 
•Berry and vineyard compact venture sprayers.
•Quad sprayers
•Tank sizes: 100, 250, 300, 500 and 1000 litres
•Pumps 12v or PTO
•Booms Hydraulic or manual

Olives & Nuts
Olive harvester complete with a collector.
Can be used without collector also.

TREE SHAKER

Orchard & Vineyard 
•Inter –row mowers, 3-point
•Defoliators
•Shoot removers
•Trimmers
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Off Center nozzles. OC

Pressure 2 to 4 Bar
Spray angle 10 – 65  degrees
Material Brass
Droplet Spectrum
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GROUND ENGAGING EQUIPMENT

This light duty offset is available in a range of sizes from 14 – 18 
discs with a working depth of 100 – 125mm. This machine has 
adjustable disc gangs. The AOFHL offset is a trailed type on two 
wheels and operated by a hydraulic system for transport and 
depth adjustment. Many different functions include: chopping and 
mixing residue left on the land after harvesting and weed control

The vibroflex tiller series is mounted on the three-point linkage of 
the tractor. The optimum operating speed is 12 kilometres per hour 
for the necessary vibrating effect to ensure maximum efficiency. 
The vibroflex tiller is used for weeding, cultivation of soil and 
seedbed preparation. Advantages of the vibroflex include: soil can 
be worked and reconsolidated in one pass, optimum seedbed 
preparation, loosens top layer of soil to allow faster germination 
and enhanced plant growth.

OFFSETS

GROP TILLERS

TRAILERS The twin turn table trailer is connected to the tractor via a sturdy 
A-type draw bar and can hook up to twelve trailers behind each 
other. When the front trailer turns the rear trailer(s) will follow. 
Twin turn table trailers have a unique design enabling the tractor to 
make a 180° turn coming down the vineyard and the following 
trailers will still be following each other. The twin turn table trailers 
come in two lengths, 3.0m and 3.6m, with front and rear 

headboards.
The ATLAS tipper trailer series has a compact design transporting 
various items and has a high daily performance, which is achieved by a 
balanced ratio of weight and utility body volume. Multi-purpose 
trailers are a solution for cheap and fast transport of all materials. The 
trailers can be fitted with an expanded metal cage and trailers can 
then be used for many different tasks. These trailers are built on a 
heavy duty chassis and a four-stage telescopic hydraulic cylinder.
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Pressure 2 to 4 Bar
Spray angle 10 - 65 degrees
Material Kemetal
Droplet Spectrum

Kemetal, Anti Drift- AIR Injected, 110 Degree
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•FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT
IKAPA Bakkiesakkies
The high pressure big volume self priming NORMAC centrifugal 
pump is pumped in on a three ball valve system which enables 
water to be pumped either direct from the 'bakkie' self 
contained water tank or from an external water source by 
merely opening/shutting the suction valves. 

Tank sizes: 300 , 500, 600 and 700 litres
Pumps:  Normac single or  double stage
Hose reels Single or double 30m or 60m hose and hose reel 
Engine Honda GX160 or a Diesel option
Nozzle Brass 20mm or AWG option

JOSCO Fire trailer compact, Roadworthy 1 axle 
Trailers build to customers specifications, options includes.
Pump: Single or double stage
Hose and reel One or two reels of 30m or 60m  hose.
Accessories Fire beaters or rakes

Fire Trailers  2 axle roadworthy or 1  axle farm trailer
The bakkie fire fighter is equipped with double hose reels 
with 15m of hose each, as well as a 2 500ℓ polyethylene 
tank. This fire fighter has a petrol water pump (low volume, 
high pressure) and also features: double brake axles; 
handbrake; ruggedly constructed chassis; easily operated 
parking jack and an easy fill system (fills from dam or canal by 
means of a suction pipe).

Fire fighting assecories.
All components to build own fire fighting equipment. This includes Pumps, pumps and motor 
combinations, Hose, Fire-extinguishers, Nozzles, PTO-Pumps, Hose reels.
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Pressure 20to 20 Bar
Spray angle 80 degrees
Material Ceramic
Droplet Spectrum
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Chippers Bulldozer

Excavators       Low bed trailers
Dumpers Chip spreaders

PLANT HIRE
IKAPA is representing Overberg Grondwerke and Wilson Plant Hire in the Overberg area.

We offer the full service needed for all ground preparation, land cleaning, dam building  and 
grinding of trees.

With a fleet of Peterson grinders, Excavators, and bulldozers.

Dam in Constantia Bulldozer at work Fleet of low beds
Orchard preparation

Land cleaning and grinding 
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